I have a lot of memories the first roll out of Columbia rolling out of there, rolling over to the pad taken a long time and then the fantastic lodge it made everybody excited you could feel the vibrations senses of the first launch we could feel the vibrations of the vehicle so it's fantastic I have so many memories because I've been out here 30 years and returned to flight was fantastic that was the I was a real good one the one after Columbia I got SFA then and for moving all the flight hardware all the RCC panels just
watching the night lunches is out of this world because it lights up the sky you have so many people that are excited for it they just get at this world they go crazy they clap they scream they jump up and down and I think it's something that everybody should come see at least for the last couple launches that we're going to have we might have one in June we're hoping we do and if you do that will be the last one and you need to see that lunge whatever it is stop everything you're doing and please come see us